Claire’s BLOOMS Weekly Dahlia Deals & Discounts!
Designer DISCOUNT DEAL This Week!
This Week

DETAILS:

Special “Deals & Discounts” to be announced
in an E-Mail Blast in near future as blooms
become available in greater numbers!

Monday or Tuesday
BULK Pick-Up @ Farm DEAL!

This Week

DETAILS:

Special “Deals & Discounts” to be announced
in an E-Mail Blast in near future as blooms
become available in greater numbers!

LEARN MORE ABOUT... 2018 WEEKLY DAHLIA DISCOUNT DEALS!
In 2018, Claire’s BLOOMS will be featuring a particular Dahlia Variety or the entire Color Pallet at really DEEP-Discounts for Designers and Event Planners. In addition,
on MONDAY’S or TUESDAY’S only, we will also be offering, mixed color and sizes, field run, fresh-cut Dahlia blooms at “Blue Light Special” type pricing. Depending
on quantities, we anticipate bulk-bloom prices to range from $0.90 to $1.50 each - minimum purchase and pick-up at farm will apply. Weekly Discounts will
be posted at Clairesblooms.com the preceeding FRIDAY by 5:00 PM. ALL ORDERS MUST be placed prior to 12:00 NOON, Monday. All Claire’s Dahlia
Deals & Discounts apply ONLY to Dahlias picked-up at one of our two farms. All orders must be PRE-PAID when order is placed.
FLOWERS by Pearlyn

They have no mouth, but seem to speak a thousand words so mild and meek. They have no eyes, but seem to see and bury thoughts into me.
They have no ears, but seem to hear all my cries, my every tear. They have no arms, but seem to pat when with worries my heart is fat. They
have no feet, but seem to walk along with me in my dreams and talk. They, I know, are the flowers so nice that spread their fragrance a million
miles. Grow a few and then you’ll know how your life is fresh and new. With a smile so broad, I thank my God, whose work to imagine is really
too hard.

